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Abstract

This paper investigates the relay selection (RS) problem innetworks with multiple users and multiple

common amplify-and-forward (AF) relays. Considering the overall quality-of-service of the network, we

first specify our definition of optimal RS for multiple-user relay networks. Then an optimal RS (ORS)

algorithm is provided, which is a straightforward extension of an RS scheme in the literature that

maximizes the minimum end-to-end receive signal-to-noiseratio (SNR) of all users. The complexity of

the ORS is quadratic in both the number of users and the numberof relays. Then a suboptimal RS (SRS)

scheme is proposed, which has linear complexity in the number of relays and quadratic complexity in the

number of users. Furthermore, diversity orders of both the ORS and the proposed SRS are theoretically

derived and compared with those of a naive RS scheme and the single-user RS network. It is shown

that the ORS achieves full diversity; while the diversity order of the SRS decreases with the the number

of users. For two-user networks, the outage probabilities and array gains corresponding to the minimum

SNR of the RS schemes are derived in closed forms. It is provedthat the advantage of the SRS over

the naive RS scheme increases as the number of relays in the network increases. Simulation results are

provided to corroborate the analytical results.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO) techniques are effective ways of achieving spatial

diversity in wireless communications. Since installing multiple antennas on wireless nodes is not

always possible in practice, cooperative communication, aconcept that takes advantage of the

possible cooperation among multiple nodes in a network to form virtual MIMO configuration, has

received significant attention in the wireless community [1], [2]. For cooperative networks with

multiple relays, relay selection (RS) is one important and effective technique because properly

designed RS strategies can achieve full spatial diversity with low complexity and overhead.

RS problems have been extensively studied in the open literature for networks with single

source-destination pair, referred to assingle-user networks, e.g., [3]–[7]. Recently, there is in-

creasing interest in relay networks with multiple source-destination pairs, referred to asmultiple-

user networks. Typical multiple-user networks include ad-hoc, sensor, and mesh networks. For

a multiple-user multiple-relay network, proper RS is vital, however, limited attention has been

paid to the RS problem. RS schemes proposed for single-user networks cannot be extended to

multiple-user networks straightforwardly due to the challenges in the performance evaluation,

the competition among users, and the increased complexity [8].

There are some research efforts on RS in multiple-user networks. A multiple-user multiple-

relay network is considered with amplify-and-forward (AF)relaying and decode-and-forward

(DF) relaying in [9] and [10], respectively. Among the multiple users, the best user is first

selected based on the quality of its direct link to its destination, then the selected user chooses

the relay through which it can obtain the maximum end-to-endreceive signal-to-noise ratio

(SNR). Other users are not allowed to transmit. So in [9] and [10], only one user with its best

relay is selected at a time. [11] considers a multi-user network, in which all relays are clustered

into two groups based on the available channel state information (CSI). Only one relay group

is selected, and all users communicate with their destinations through all relays in the selected

group. In other words, multiple users and multiple relays are selected at a time, and each user

is helped by all selected relays.
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There is also some limited research work [12]–[14] on multiple-user multiple-relay networks

in which at a time multiple users can transmit and each user ishelped by a distinct relay set.

Since the RS for one user may impact the choices of other users, the RS problem becomes more

challenging. In [12], grouping and partner selection for cooperative networks with DF relaying

are considered. It investigates how to allocate relays to assist users and analyzes the effect of

allocation policies on network performance. For each user,the relays are selected based on the

strength of the user’s channels to the relays. In [13], a single-user network is first considered.

Ensuring that relaying can achieve a larger channel capacity than direct transmission, a sufficient

condition based on channel quality is derived to find a feasible set of relays for the single-user

network. Then the work is extended to the multiple-user case, in which a semi-distributed RS is

proposed to maximize the minimum capacity experienced by the users. However, the proposed

scheme does not guarantee optimality because each user chooses a relay in its feasible set

randomly. In [14], an RS scheme that maximizes the minimum achievable data rate among all

users is proposed. The complexity of the scheme is linear in the number of users and quadratic

in the number of relays. The work in [14] focuses on the proof of the optimality of the RS

scheme. Analytical performance evaluation is not provided.

In this research, we consider a multiple-user multiple-relay network in which each user can

only be helped by a single relay and one relay can help at most one user. The new contributions

of this paper are listed as follows.

• We specify an optimality measure of RS for multiple-user relay networks. Comparing

with the previous used optimality, maximizing the minimum receive SNR among users,

this measure guarantees the uniqueness of the optimal solution and takes into account the

performance of all users in addition to the worst one. An optimal relay selection (ORS)

scheme is provided, which is a straightforward extension ofthe minimum-SNR-maximizing

RS scheme proposed in [14]. The complexity of the ORS is quadratic in both the number

of users and the number of relays.

• We propose a sub-optimal RS (SRS) scheme, whose complexity is linear in the number of
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relays and quadratic in the number of users. Thus, for networks with a large number of

relays, the SRS is much faster than the ORS. A naive RS scheme is also introduced as a

benchmark, in which users select relays one by one based on their user indices.

• For the ORS, the proposed SRS, and the naive RS, diversity orders are analyzed theoretically

based on the minimum SNR among users using order statistics.It is shown that for a network

with N users andNr relays, with ORS, all users achieve diversity orderNr, which is the

full diversity order of a single-user network withNr relays. Thus, user competition does

not affect diversity order if optimally designed. For the SRS and naive RS, however, an

achievable diversity order of all users is shown to beNr −N + 1.

• For two-user networks, tight upper bounds on the outage probabilities of the ORS, SRS,

and naive RS are derived. It is shown that the SRS achieves better array gain than the naive

RS, and the advantage increases as there are more relays available in the network.

• Numerically simulated outage probabilities are illustrated to justify our analytical results

and show the advantage of the proposed SRS over the naive RS.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The system model and order statistics of receive

SNRs are provided in Section II. RS schemes are introduced and discussed in Section III, in

which we introduce an ORS scheme, which is an extended version of the RS scheme in [14],

propose an SRS with lower complexity, and introduce a naive RS scheme for performance

benchmark. The diversity orders of the ORS, the proposed SRS, and the naive RS schemes

are analyzed in Section IV. Outage probabilities of the three schemes in two-user networks

are derived in closed-forms in Section V. Numerical resultsand the concluding remarks are

presented in Section VI and Section VII, respectively.

II. SYSTEM MODEL AND ORDER STATISTICS OFRECEIVE SNRS

Consider a wireless relay network withN users sending information to their destinations via

Nr relay nodes, as shown in Fig. 1. Each node has a single antenna. The power budget isP

for each user andQ for each relay. The fading coefficients from theith user to thejth relay
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and from thejth relay to theith destination are denoted asfij andgji, respectively. There is no

direct link between a user and its destination. All channelsare assumed to be independent and

identically distributed (i.i.d.) complex Gaussian fadingwith zero-mean and unit-variance, i.e.,

fij , gji ∼ CN (0, 1). The channel amplitude thus follows Rayleigh distribution. The RS schemes

introduced and proposed in this paper are centralized. Thusa master node, which can be a

destination, assumed to have perfect and global CSI, is in charge of the RS process. To conduct

AF relaying, the relays are assumed to know their channels with the users.

The users need the relays’ help to send information to their destinations. In this paper, we

assume that each user will be helped by one and only one relay to minimize the synchronization

requirement on the network. Since multiple relays’ participation consumes more power, it also

has the potential of power-saving. We also assume that each relay can help at most one user.

This is to avoid having too much load on one relay, which may prolong network lifetime [2],

[13]. Thus, we needNr ≥ N .

A conventional half-duplex two-step transmission protocol is used [2]. The first step is the

transmissions from users to relays, and the second step is the transmissions from relays to

destinations. To avoid interference, the users are assigned orthogonal channels using frequency-

division or time-division multiple access. Without loss ofgenerality, the transmission of User

i helped by Relayj is elaborated here. Denote the information symbol of Useri asxi, which

has unit average energy. Applying AF relaying with coherentpower coefficient [15], the receive

signal at Destinationi can be written as

yij =

√

PQ

P |fij |2 + 1
fijgjixi +

√

Q

P |fij |2 + 1
gjinrj + ndi

(1)

wherenrj andndi are the additive noises at Relayj and Destinationi, respectively, which are

assumed to be i.i.d. followingCN (0, 1). The end-to-end receive SNR of Useri thus equals

γij =
PQ|fijgji|2

P |fij |2 +Q|gji|2 + 1
. (2)

For the simplicity of the presentation, in the rest of the paper, the SNR of a user means its

end-to-end receive SNR.
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One main problem of this paper is to find RS schemes that lead togood performance. At

the same time, low complexity is also desired for practical consideration. For the RS problem

in single-user networks, the performance criterion is straightforward. Also, the competition is

only among relays not users. In contrast, the RS problem in multiple-user networks is a lot

more challenging: (i) the multiple communication tasks complicate the performance criterion

specification and theoretical analysis; (ii) in addition tothe competition among relays, there

is competition among users to select their best relays in order to maximize their individual

advantages; (iii) the complexity of exhaustive search isO(NN
r ), which is very high for large

networks. A good RS scheme should take into account the overall network quality-of-service,

the fairness among users, and the complexity.

In [14], an RS scheme is proposed which maximizes the minimumtransmission rate of the

users, which is equivalent to maximizing the minimum SNR of the users. With this RS criterion,

however, the RS solution may not be unique and only the worst user’s performance is optimized.

This paper uses a modified design criterion, which is specified as follows. An RS solution is

call optimal if it has the following properties:

• Property 1: the minimal SNR, denoted asγmin, among the users is maximized, which

equivalently means that the minimum achievable data rate ofall users is maximized and

the maximum outage or error rate of all users is minimized;

• Propertyk (k = 2, ..., N): conditioned on the precedingk − 1 properties, thekth minimal

SNR of all user SNRs is maximized.

In contrast to maximizing the minimum receive SNR only, the new optimality definition guar-

antees the uniqueness of the solution and considers all users in addition to the worst one.

As to the performance measure, we consider outage probability, diversity order, and array

gain. An outage occurs if the SNR drops below a predeterminedSNR thresholdγth. The outage

probability corresponding toγmin, denoted asPout,upp, is thus an upper bound on the outage

probability of all users because their SNRs are always not lower thanγmin. Diversity order

shows how fast the outage probability decreases with the increase in the transmit power in the
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high transmit power range. It is conventionally defined asd , − lim
P→∞

logPout

logP
[16] wherePout is

the outage probability. For the same reason, the diversity order derived based onγmin is a lower

bound on the diversity orders of all users. When diversity orders of two designs are the same,

a better measure for performance comparison is the array gain which is the difference between

the required power levels of the two designs to reach the sameoutage level.

To help the RS procedure, we consider all relay choices for the users and construct a receive

SNR matrix as

Γ =
[

γ1 γ2 · · · γN

]T

(3)

whereγi =
[

γi1 γi2 · · · , γiNr

]

with γij the receive SNR of Useri helped by Relayj. γi

contains the possible receive SNRs of Useri if helped by any of theNr relays. It is theith row

of Γ. The jth column ofΓ contains the receive SNRs of the users if Relayj is chosen to help

them.Γ is aN ×Nr matrix.

Now we consider the statistics of the receive SNRs which willbe used for theoretical analysis

later. Since all channels are i.i.d.,γij ’s are also i.i.d.. Denote their cumulative distribution function

(CDF) and probability density function (PDF) asFγ(x) andfγ(x), respectively. From the results

in [17], we have

Fγ(x) = 1− 2

√

x(x+ 1)

PQ
e−(

1

P
+ 1

Q)xK1

(

2

√

x(x+ 1)

PQ

)

, (4)

whereK1(·) is the modified first-order Bessel function of the second kind. SincexK1(x) ≈ 1

for small x [18], Fγ(x) can be well-approximated for largeP andQ as

Fγ(x) ≈ 1− e−( 1

P
+ 1

Q
)x =

(

1

P
+

1

Q

)

x−
∞
∑

i=2

[

−

(

1

P
+

1

Q

)]i

xi. (5)

If we sort γij ’s in descending order as

γ1 ≥ · · · γk ≥ · · · ≥ γNNr
(6)

whereγk is thekth largest element ofΓ, and using the results of eq. (7)-(14) in [19] of order

statistics, the PDF ofγk can be given as

fγk(x) =
(NNr)!Fγ(x)

NNr−k[1− Fγ(x)]
k−1fγ(x)

(NNr − k)!(k − 1)!
. (7)
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Using binomial expansion, and subsequently applying integration by parts, the CDF ofγk can

be derived asFγk(x) =
∫ x

0
fγk(t)dt to yield

Fγk(x) =

k−1
∑

i=0

(NNr)!
(

k−1
i

)

(−1)iFγ(x)
NNr−k+i+1

(NNr − k + i+ 1)(NNr − k)!(k − 1)!
. (8)

III. RS SCHEMES

For the N-user Nr-relay network, in [14], an RS scheme is developed using the “linear

marking” mechanism to maximize the minimal SNR among all users, with worst-case complexity

O(NN2
r ). Here we consider the following extension to the RS scheme in[14] to obtain the RS

that is optimal with the definition specified in Section II. Wefirst apply the RS scheme in [14]

to find a solution that maximizes the minimal SNR. Suppose that the minimal SNR is with User

i and Relayj. Then we delete Useri from the user list and delete Relayj from the relay list,

and apply the RS scheme in [14] again to the remaining user list and relay list. This procedure is

repeated until all users find their relays. Then we get an RS result that has the properties defined

in Section II. We refer to it as theoptimal relay selection (ORS) in the sequel. The worst-case

complexity of the ORS scheme isO(N2N2
r ), which is quadratic in the number of users and in

the number of relays.

For networks with a large number of relays, quadratic complexity in the number of relays may

be undesirable. Thus, we also propose asuboptimal relay selection (SRS) scheme, described as

Algorithm 1, whose complexity is linear in the number of relays.

Algorithm 1 The Suboptimal RS (SRS) Scheme

1: AssignΓ0 = Γ.

2: for k = N : 1 do

3: Let k denote the number of rows inΓ0.

4: Find the maximum element of each row ofΓ0. Denote thek elements asγ1j∗
1
, · · · , γkj∗

k
.

5: Find γi∗j∗ = min
(

γ1j∗
1
, · · · , γkj∗

k

)

, and assign Relayj∗ to Useri∗.

6: Delete thej∗th column and thei∗th row of Γ0.
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The main idea of the SRS is to find a relay for each user sequentially (not necessaries in the

order of the user index) to achieve a complexity that is linear in the number of relays. In Step

4, the best relay for each user that has not selected a relay yet is found. To avoid RS conflict,

in Step 5, the user with the smallest best SNR selects its bestrelay. This procedure is repeated

until all users have made their selections.

Now we consider the worst-case complexity of the SRS scheme.If we consider thekth round

of RS, the required number of operations in Step 4 to find the maximum elements of(N−(k−1))

rows is(Nr − k)(N − k+1); the required number of operations in Step 5 isN − k. Therefore,

the total complexity for the SRS is

C =
N
∑

k=1

[(Nr − k)(N − k + 1) + (N − k)] =
N(3NNr + 3Nr −N2 − 5)

6
. (9)

Noting thatN ≤ Nr, from (9), the complexity behaves asO (N2Nr), linear in the number of

relays and quadratic in the number of users. Therefore, for networks with many more relays

than users, the SRS is advantageous in complexity.

The SRS does not always result in the optimal solution. When the best relays of two or more

of the users are the same, the SRS scheme may lead to a suboptimal result. To see this, consider

the following example of a network with two uses and four relays. For one channel realization,

we have the SNR matrix:Γ =





1.08 0.14 0.09 0.05

1.07 0.15 0.50 0.04



. The ORS scheme selects Relay 1

for User 1 and Relay 3 for User 2, with SNR being1.08 and0.5 for the two users, respectively.

This is the optimal RS solution. The SRS however selects Relay 2 for User 1 and Relay 1 for

User 2, with the SNRs being0.14 and1.07 for the two users, respectively, which is not optimal.

In this section, we also introduce a naive RS scheme as a benchmark in evaluating the ORS

and the SRS schemes. Intuitively, for the multi-user network, a naive method is to assign the

best relays to the users one by one from User 1 to UserN . That is, User 1 first selects its best

relay (the best relay results in the maximum SNR). Then User 2selects its best relay among

the remainingNr − 1 relays; and so on so forth until UserN selects its best relay among the

remainingNr − N + 1 relays. As to the complexity,Nr − k operations are needed to find the
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best relays for Userk. Thus, the overall complexity is
∑N

k=1(Nr − k) = 1
2
(2NNr −N2 − N),

which is linear in both the number of relays and the number of users. Obviously, the naive RS

does not always result in the optimal RS.

IV. D IVERSITY ORDER ANALYSIS

In this section, we analyze the diversity orders of the schemes introduced in Section III. As

explained in Section II, we can derive achievable diversityorders of RS schemes based on the

analysis of the outage probability corresponding toγmin.

A. Diversity Order of ORS

It is noteworthy that to our best knowledge, the performanceanalysis of the ORS is not

available in the literature. This paper is the first that derives the diversity order of the ORS. The

following theorem is proved.

Theorem 1: With ORS, each user achieves diversity orderNr.

Proof: The receive SNR matrix for a general network is given in (3). Using the ORS and

with the SNR ordering in (6),γmin can takeγN , . . . , or γ(N−1)Nr+1. Thus an outage probability

upper bound,Pout,upp,ORS, which is the outage probability with respect toγmin, can be calculated

asPout,upp,ORS=
∑(N−1)Nr+1

k=N Prob(γmin = γk)Fγk(γth).

For simplicity of the presentation, we assumeQ = P in the sequel. The results can be

generalized to unequal power case straightforwardly as long as the powers of all nodes have the

same scaling. WhenP is large, using (5) and (8), we have the following approximation

Pout,upp,ORS≈

(N−1)Nr+1
∑

k=N

k−1
∑

i=0

Prob(γmin = γk)(NNr)!
(

k−1
i

)

(−1)i
(

2γth

P
−
∑

∞

j=2
(−1)j(2γth)

j

P j

)NNr−k+i+1

(NNr − k + i+ 1)(NNr − k)!(k − 1)!
.

Sinceγi,j ’s are i.i.d., Prob
(

γmin = γ(N−1)Nr+1

)

does not depend onP . Thus, with respect toP ,

the highest order term in the summation is the term withk = (N − 1)Nr + 1 and i = 0. Thus,

we have

Pout,upp,ORS≈
Prob

(

γmin = γ(N−1)Nr+1

)

(2γth)
Nr (NNr)!

Nr(Nr − 1)!(NNr −Nr)!
P−Nr +O

(

P−(Nr+1)
)

(10)
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which has diversityNr. Since the outage probability of each user is no higher thanPout,upp,ORS,

we conclude that each user achieves diversity orderNr.

For a single-user network withNr relays, the best RS achieves diversityNr. Theorem 1

shows that for multiple-user networks, even with user competition for relays, ORS can achieve

full single-user diversity order.

However, due to user competition, the achievable array gainof the ORS for multiple-user

network is smaller compared with that of the single-user case. To see this, we investigate the

probability ofγmin = γ(N−1)Nr+1. The event happens when the largest(N − 1)Nr elements, i.e.,

γ1, . . . , γ(N−1)Nr
, of Γ given in (3), are inN − 1 rows of theN rows inΓ. In other words, the

smallestNr elements ofΓ, i.e., γ(N−1)Nr+1, . . . , γNNr
, are all in the same row. This happens

with the probability

Prob
(

γmin = γ(N−1)Nr+1

)

=
(Nr − 1)!

∏Nr−1
l=1 (NNr − l)

. (11)

Using (10) and (11),Pout,upp,ORScan be simplified as

Pout,upp,ORS≈ N (2γth)
Nr P−Nr +O

(

P−(Nr+1)
)

, (12)

which increases asN increases. This shows that due to the competition among theN users,

the achievable array gain of the multi-user network degrades linearly with the number of users

compared with the single-user network.

B. Diversity Order of SRS

For the SRS proposed in Section III, the following diversityorder result is proved.

Theorem 2: With the SRS, the achievable diversity order of each user is no less thanNr −

N + 1.

Proof: With the SRS described in Algorithm 1,γmin can takeγN , γN+1, . . . , or γ(N−1)(Nr+1)+1.

Thus, the outage probability can be calculated asPout,upp,SRS=
∑(N−1)(Nr+1)+1

k=N Prob(γmin =

γk)Fγk(γth).
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Similar to (10), whenQ = P ≫ 1, Pout,upp,SRScan be approximated as

Pout,upp,SRS≈
Prob

(

γmin = γ(N−1)(Nr+1)+1

)

(2γth)
Nr−N+1 (NNr)!P

−(Nr−N+1)

(Nr −N + 1)(Nr −N)! ((N − 1)(Nr + 1))!
+O

(

P−(Nr−N+2)
)

.

(13)

Similarly, since Prob
(

γmin = γ(N−1)(Nr+1)+1

)

does not depend onP , an achievable diversity

order of every user isNr −N + 1.

C. Diversity Order of Naive RS

Now, we analyze the diversity order of the naive RS. We first consider the relay assignment to

Userk (k ∈ {1, · · · , N}). Userk selects the best relay that results in the maximum SNR from

Nr − k + 1 available relays. Denote the maximum SNR of Userk as γmax,k. Since all SNRs,

γij ’s, are i.i.d., the CDF ofγmax,k is thusFγmax,k(t) = [Fγij (t)]
Nr−(k−1). The minimum SNR of the

users isγmin = mink=1,...,N{γmax,k}. The CDF ofγmin is thusFmin(t) = 1−
∏N

k=1

[

1− Fγmax,k(t)
]

.

Therefore, an upper bound on the outage probability for the naive RS scheme is

Pout,upp,naive= 1−
N
∏

k=1

[

1− Fγ(γth)
Nr−(k−1)

]

. (14)

WhenQ = P ≫ 1, we have the following approximation

Pout,upp,naive≈ (2γth)
Nr−N+1 P−(Nr−N+1) +O

(

P−(Nr−N+2)
)

. (15)

Since the outage probability of each user is no higher thanPout,upp,naive, an achievable diversity

order of all users isNr −N + 1.

V. OUTAGE PROBABILITY ANALYSIS FOR TWO-USER NETWORKS

In this section, we provide outage probability analysis fortwo-user relay networks withNr ≥ 2

relays. With two users, the receive SNR matrix of the networkcan be written as

Γ =





γ11 · · · γ1j ... γ1Nr

γ21 · · · γ2j ... γ2Nr





2×Nr

. (16)
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A. Outage Probability Bound of ORS

As mentioned in Section II, we calculate the outage probability based on the minimum SNR,

γmin, which provides an upper bound on both users’ outage probabilities. The following theorem

is proved.

Theorem 3: For a two-user network, with the ORS, the outage probabilities of both users are

upper bounded by

Pout,upp,ORS=
Nr − 1

2Nr − 1
Fγ2(γth) +

Nr + 2

2(2Nr − 1)
Fγ3(γth) +

Nr+1
∑

i=4

2Nr

(

Nr

i−1

)

(2Nr − (i− 1))
(

2Nr

i−1

)Fγi(γth),

(17)

whereFγk(x) is the CDF ofγk given in (8).

Proof: With the ORS,γmin can takeγ2, γ3, · · · , or γNr+1. The outage probability upper

bound,Pout,upp,ORS, can be calculated as

Pout,upp,ORS= Prob(γmin ≤ γth) =

K
∑

k=2

Prob(γmin = γk)Prob(γk ≤ γth)

=

K
∑

k=2

Prob(γmin = γk)Fγk(γth) (18)

whereK = Nr + 1. We now calculate the probability ofγmin = γk wherek = 2, · · · , Nr + 1

by considering the following three cases.

• γmin = γ2 happens whenγ1 andγ2 are in two distinct rows and columns. Thus Prob(γmin =

γ2) =
Nr−1
2Nr−1

.

• γmin = γ3 happens whenγ1 andγ2 are in the same column, orγ1 andγ2 are in the same

row andγ3 is in a different row. Thus Prob(γmin = γ3) =
1

2Nr−1
+ Nr

2(2Nr−1)
= Nr+2

2(2Nr−1)
.

• γmin = γk for k = 4, · · · , Nr + 1 happens when allγ1, γ2, · · · , γk−1 are in the same row

andγk is in a different row. Then Prob(γmin = γk) =
2Nr( Nr

k−1
)

(2Nr−(k−1))(2Nr
k−1

)
.

Using these probabilities in (18), (17) can be obtained.
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Using (8) and with some straightforward algebraic manipulations, (17) can be rewritten as

Pout,upp,ORS=Fγ(γth)
Nr

[

(Nr − 1)(2Nr)!

(2Nr − 1)(2Nr − 2)!

1
∑

i=0

(

1
i

)

(−1)iFγ(γth)
Nr+i−1

2Nr + i− 1

+
(Nr + 2)(2Nr)!

4(2Nr − 1)(2Nr − 3)!

2
∑

i=0

(

2
i

)

(−1)iFγ(γth)
Nr+i−2

2Nr + i− 2

+

Nr+1
∑

j=4

j−1
∑

i=0

2Nr(2Nr)!
(

Nr

j−1

)(

j−1
i

)

(−1)iFγ(γth)
Nr−j+i+1

(2Nr − j + 1)(2Nr − j + i+ 1)(2Nr − j)!(j − 1)!
(

2Nr

j−1

)

]

.

(19)

Now we consider the large-power approximation of the outageprobability for the special case

thatQ = P . This is useful in the array gain discussion in Section V-D.

WhenNr > 2, the highest order term ofP in (19) is the term withj = Nr + 1 and i = 0

in the double summation, which equals 2. Therefore, using (5), Pout,upp,ORScan be approximated

for largeP as

Pout,upp,ORS≈ 2Nr+1γNr

th P−Nr +O
(

P−(Nr+1)
)

. (20)

WhenNr = 2, the double summation in (19) does not appear and the highestorder term in (19)

is the term withi = 0 in the second summation, which equals 4. Thus,

Pout,upp,ORS≈ 2Nr+2γNr

th P−Nr +O
(

P−(Nr+1)
)

. (21)

B. Outage Probability Bound of SRS

For the SRS, we calculate the outage probability based onγmin similarly and obtain the

following theorem.

Theorem 4: For a two-user network, with the SRS, the outage probabilities of both user in

the network are upper bounded by

Pout,upp,SRS=
Nr − 1

2Nr − 1
Fγ2(γth) +

Nr + 1

2(2Nr − 1)
Fγ3(γth) +

Nr+1
∑

i=4

2Nr

(

Nr

k−1

)

(2Nr − (k − 1))
(

2Nr

k−1

)Fγi(γth)

+
Nr+2
∑

i=4

2(Nr − 1)
(

Nr

k−2

)

Fγi(γth)

(2Nr − (k − 2))(2Nr − (k − 1))
(

2Nr

k−2

) .

(22)
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Proof: With the SRS,γmin can takeγ2, γ3, · · · , or γNr+2. Therefore, outage probability can

be written as (18) whereK = Nr+2. In the following, we calculate the probability ofγmin = γk

wherek = 2, · · · , Nr + 2.

• γmin = γ2 happens whenγ1 andγ2 are in two distinct rows and columns. Thus Prob(γmin =

γ2) =
Nr−1
2Nr−1

.

• γmin = γ3 happens whenγ1 and γ2 are in the same column andγ3 is in γ1’s row, or

γ1 and γ2 are in the same row andγ3 is in a different row. Thus Prob(γmin = γ3) =

1
2(2Nr−1)

+ Nr

2(2Nr−1)
= Nr+1

2(2Nr−1)
.

• γmin = γk for k = 4, · · · , Nr + 2 happens when 1)γ2, · · · , γk−1 are in the same row, and

γ1 andγk are in the other row, andγ1 andγ2 are in the same column. This event happens

with the probability
2(Nr−1)( Nr

k−2
)

(2Nr−(k−2))(2Nr−(k−1))(2Nr
k−2

)
; or 2) γ1, · · · , γk−1 are in the same row and

γk is in the other row. This event happens with the probability
2Nr( Nr

k−1
)

(2Nr−(k−1))(2Nr
k−1

)
.

Using these probabilities in (18), (22) is obtained.

Following the same steps in Section V-A,Pout,upp,SRScan be rewritten as

Pout,upp,SRS=Fγ(γth)
Nr−1

[

(Nr + 1)(2Nr)!

4(2Nr − 1)(2Nr − 3)!

1
∑

i=0

(

1
i

)

(−1)iFγ(γth)
Nr+i

2Nr + i− 1

+
(Nr + 1)(2Nr)!

4(2Nr − 1)(2Nr − 3)!

2
∑

i=0

(

2
i

)

(−1)iFγ(γth)
Nr+i−1

2Nr + i− 2

+
Nr+1
∑

i=4

i−1
∑

j=0

2Nr(2Nr)!
(

Nr

i−1

)(

i−1
j

)

(−1)jFγ(γth)
Nr−i+j+2

(2Nr − i+ 1)(2Nr − i+ j + 1)(2Nr − i)!(i− 1)!
(

2Nr

i−1

)

+

Nr+2
∑

i=4

i−1
∑

j=0

2(Nr − 1)(2Nr)!
(

Nr

i−2

)(

i−1
j

)

(−1)jFγ(γth)
Nr−i+j+2

(2Nr − i+ 1)(2Nr − i+ 2)(2Nr − i+ j + 1)(2Nr − i)!(i− 1)!
(

2Nr

i−2

)

]

.

(23)

Next, we consider the large-power approximation of the outage probability for the special

case thatQ = P . Noticing thatFγ(γth) ≈ O (1/P ), the highest order term ofP in (23) is the

term with i = Nr + 1 and j = 0 in the second double summation, which equals2/(Nr + 1).

Therefore, using (5),Pout,upp,SRScan be approximated for largeP as

Pout,upp,SRS≈
2NrγNr−1

th

Nr + 1
P−(Nr−1) +O

(

P−Nr
)

. (24)
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C. Outage Probability Bound of Naive RS

Now, we consider the naive RS scheme. Using (14), for two-user relay networks, the CDF

of γmin of the naive RS scheme isFγmin = [Fγij (t)]
Nr + [Fγij (t)]

Nr−1 − [Fγij (t)]
2Nr−1. An upper

bound on the outage probability for the naive RS scheme is thus

Pout,upp,naive= Fγ(γth)
Nr−1

[

1 + Fγ(γth)− Fγ(γth)
Nr

]

. (25)

WhenQ = P ≫ 1, we have the following approximation

Pout,upp,naive≈ (2γth)
Nr−1P−(Nr−1) +O

(

P−Nr
)

. (26)

D. Discussions

In this subsection, for the two-user network, we discuss theproperties of the ORS and SRS

schemes and compare with the naive scheme (the benchmark).

First, the ORS scheme is shown to produce the optimal RS result and full diversity with

a complexity that is quadratic in the number of relays. We cancompare its performance with

single-userNr-relay network to see the performance degradation due to thecompetition between

the two users. For single-user network, with the best RS [20], the outage probability isPout,single=

Fγ(γth)
Nr . For largeP , it can be approximated as

Pout,single≈ (2γth)
NrP−Nr +O

(

P−(Nr+1)
)

.

Now we compare the array gains of the single-user network andthe two-user network. Consid-

ering the ratio of the outage probability upper bounds, we have

cORS, single= lim
P→∞

Pout,upp,ORS

Pout,single
=







2 ≈ 3 dB if Nr > 2

4 ≈ 6 dB if Nr = 2
. (27)

This shows the degradation of performance of a two-user network due to the competition between

the two users. Compared with the naive RS scheme, diversity order results in Section IV show

that the ORS achieves a larger diversity order with higher complexity.

Second, we discuss the properties of the SRS. The SRS is suboptimal and it loses one diversity

order in two-user relay networks based on the results in Section IV. But it has a lower complexity:
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linear in the number of relays. Comparing with the naive RS scheme, the SRS has the same

diversity. Now, we discuss the array gain difference of the SRS and the naive RS scheme.

Considering the ratio of the outage probabilities using (24) and (26), we have

cnaive, SRS= lim
P→∞

Pout,upp,naive

Pout,upp,SRS
= 10 log

(

Nr + 1

2

)

dB. (28)

This shows that the SRS has a larger array gain due to a clever order of users in selecting

relays. As there are more relays in the network, the array gain advantage of SRS increases in

the logarithm of the relay number.

VI. NUMERICAL AND SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, we give simulation results to justify our analysis, and to evaluate the perfor-

mance of the ORS, SRS, and naive RS schemes. All nodes are assumed to have the same power,

i.e., Q = P . The SNR thresholdγth is set to be 5dB.

Fig. 2 is on two-user networks with two and four relays. It shows simulated outage probability

corresponding toγmin (shown in small circles), exact analytical outage probability corresponding

to γmin in eqs. (19), (23) and (25) (shown in continuous lines), and approximated analytical outage

probability corresponding toγmin in eqs. (20), (21), (24) and (26) (shown in dashed lines) for

the ORS, SRS, and naive RS schemes. For the entire simulated power range, we can see that our

analytical results exactly match the simulation results for all schemes and both network settings.

This confirms the accuracy of our analysis. The outage probability approximations are accurate

for largeP . This confirms the validity of our analysis in diversity order and array gain.

In Fig. 3, for a two-user network with two and four relays, we show the simulated outage

probabilities of User 1 with the ORS and SRS schemes and compare with the outage upper

bound derived using the minimum SNR. Due to the homogeneity of the network, User 2 has

the same outage probability as User 1. It can be seen from the figure that the outage probability

upper bounds are tight especially when the number of relays is large. It is within 2 dB and 1 dB

of the user’s outage probability forNr = 2 andNr = 4, respectively. It can be further observed
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that ORS and SRS have almost the same performance at low transmit power region, but ORS

has better performance in the high transmit power region because of its diversity advantage.

In Fig. 4, we compare the simulated outage probabilities of the ORS and SRS with those of

the naive RS scheme and a random RS scheme in a two-user network with 2 or 4 relays. In

the random RS, each user randomly chooses a relay to help without conflict. For the ORS, the

SRS, and the random RS scheme, both users have the same outageprobability, thus only the

outage probability of User 1 is shown. For the naive RS scheme, outage probabilities of User

1 and User 2 are different. User 1 actually achieves the performance of the single-user case

since it has allNr relays to choose from. User 2 has a worse performance since ithas only

Nr − 1 relays to choose from. ConsiderNr = 4. It can be seen from Fig. 4 that the random

RS has diversity order 1 only, while the achieved diversity orders of ORS and SRS are 4 and

3, respectively. The naive RS scheme also achieves diversity order 3. Further, we compare the

outage probability of User 1 in ORS denotedPout,1,ORS with that of User 1 in the naive RS

scheme denotedPout,1,naive (which is equivalent to the outage probability of a single-user best-

relay case denotedPout,single). SincePout,1,ORS is smaller thanPout,upp,ORS, we can conclude that

Pout,1,ORS

Pout,1,naive
is less thancORS, singlegiven in (27). From Fig. 4, in the high transit power region,Pout,1,ORS

Pout,1,naive

is around 3 dB whenNr = 2 and is almost 0 dB whenNr = 4. This means with more relays, the

performance of either user becomes closer to the single-user best-relay case. Next we compare

the outage probability of User 1 in SRS denotedPout,1,SRSwith that of User 2 (the worse user) in

the naive RS scheme denotedPout,2,naive. Note thatPout,upp,SRSandPout,upp,naiveare upper bounds of

Pout,1,SRSandPout,2,naive, respectively. SoPout,2,naive

Pout,1,SRS
may not be equal tocnaive, SRSgiven in (28) but

an approximation. From Fig. 4, in high transmit power region, Pout,2,naive

Pout,1,SRS
is around 4.7 dB when

Nr = 2 and around 6 dB whenNr = 4.

Next we further investigate the array gain differences 1) between ORS and the single-user

best-relay case (which is equivalent to the performance of User 1 in the naive RS scheme),

and 2) between the SRS scheme and the naive RS scheme. Fig. 5 (in log-log scale) shows

simulation results of the outage probability bounds of ORS,SRS, and naive RS (Pout,upp,ORS,
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Pout,upp,ORS, Pout,upp,naive) and the outage probability of User 1 in the naive RS scheme (equivalent

to Pout,single). We have the following observations from the figure. Compared with the single-

user best-relay case in high transmit power region, the ORS has 6 dB loss in array gain when

Nr = 2, and has 3 dB loss in array gain whenNr = 4. Compared with the SRS in terms of

outage probability bound in high transmit power region, thenaive RS scheme has 1.7 dB loss

in array gain whenNr = 2, and has 4 dB loss in array gain whenNr = 4. These are consistent

with our analysis in (27) and (28).

Figs. 6 and 7 are on three-user (N = 3) networks with four and six relays, respectively. The

two figures show the simulated outage probabilities of the users with ORS, SRS, naive, and

random RS schemes. We can see that ORS achieves diversity order 4 and 6 in the two cases,

respectively, which are full diversities; SRS achieves diversity order 2 and 4 in the two cases,

respectively, which are equal to (Nr −N +1). For the naive RS scheme, outage probabilities of

User 1, User 2 and User 3 are different, and they have diversity orders 4, 3, and 2, respectively,

for Nr = 4, and 6, 5 and 4, respectively, forNr = 6. Again, it can be seen that the random

selection has diversity order 1 only. These observations ondiversity orders confirm the validity of

the approximations in the diversity order analysis in Section IV. It also shows that the proposed

ORS and SRS have better fairness among users.

VII. CONCLUSION

The relay selection problem in a network with multiple usersand multiple AF relays is

investigated. First, a scheme that can achieve the optimal relay selection result with complexity

quadratic in number of users and in number of relays is introduced. Then a suboptimal relay

selection scheme is proposed, with complexity quadratic innumber of users and linear in number

of relays. The diversity orders of the schemes are theoretically derived. For two-user networks,

outage probabilities corresponding to the minimal SNR of different relay selection schemes are

theoretically derived. The suboptimal relay selection is shown to achieve a higher array gain

than a naive relay selection.
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Fig. 1: A multiple-user relay network model.
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Fig. 2: Outage probability corresponding toγmin for networks with two users andNr = 2, 4 for

ORS, SRS and naive RS schemes.
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Fig. 3: Outage probabilities corresponding toγmin and of users in networks with two users and

Nr = 2, 4 for ORS and SRS schemes.
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Fig. 4: Simulated outage probability for a network with two users andNr = 2, 4 for ORS, SRS,

naive and random RS scheme.
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Fig. 6: Outage probability for a network with three users andNr = 4 for ORS, SRS, naive, and

random RS schemes.
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Fig. 7: Outage probability for a network with three users andNr = 6 for ORS, SRS, naive, and

random RS schemes.
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